We have developed a hierarchical rule base system for identifying genes in DNA sequences. Atomic sites (such as initiation codons, stop codons, acceptor sites and donor sites) are identified by a number of different methods and evaluated by a set of filters and rules chosen to maximize sensitivity; these are combined into higher-order gene elements (such as exons), evaluated, filtered and combined as equivalence classes into probable genes, which are evaluated and ranked. The system has been tested on an extensive collection of vertebrate genes smaller than 15,000 bases. Results obtained show that, on average, 880/b of the predicted coding region for a transcription unit is actually coding, and 80% of the actual coding is correctly predicted. This will, in most applications, be sufficient for a search against protein sequence databases for the identification of probable gene function. In addition, the system provides a general test platform for both gene atomic site identification and the rules for their evaluation and assembly.
Introduction
Current advances in DNA sequencing technology and commitments to a number of large genome sequencing projects have motivated the investigation of reliable gene identification methods. To date, the vast majority of sequenced proteinencoding genes have been delineated through knowledge either of their corresponding cDNAs or homologous genes. Computational tools to make predictions of gene structure and function from purely syntactical analysis of the sequences would be beneficial in two distinct ways. The first is in providing a direct means for predicting probable genes within long stretches of newly sequenced DXA for which additional information is unavail- able; and second, in providing a "test bed" for evaluating our knowledge of the syntactical rules of the genetic language.
Substantial knowledge currently exists for identifying certain gene or atomic elements in eukaryotic organisms. It has been used to develop a number of existing computer programs to predict elements such as splice sites (Staden, 1984; Nakata et al., 1985; Kudo et aE., 1987; Lapedes et al., 1988; Brunak et al., 1991) , coding regions (Fickett, 1982; Fichant & Gautier, 1987; Konopka, 1990) and gene promoters (Bucher, 1990) . The major difficulty with these methods, however, is that none is 100% sensitive and most have poor or unspecified specificity. This arises, in large part, because there is no uneqmvocal definition for many of the gene-defining atomic elements. The sequence patterns used to describe them are often short and/or degenerate. thus having inherently low specificity. In some cases, there appears to be no simple method for distinguishing actual utilized sites from similar (even identical) non-utilized sites, independent of other sequence context information.
Since many known genes are composed of more than two or three exons and contain a dozen or more regulatory signals, the identification of these various gene components with less than 100% sensitivity and speci-ficity leads to serious combinatorial problems. It is clear t'herefore that part, but not all, of the solution to the problem of gene identification relies heavily upon the development of increasingly accurate methods of atomic sites identification.
As assign some measure of relative rank or likelihood to these; then identify and rank all potentially allowed exon combinations.
Theoretically, but not practically, this exercise is straightforward.
Our method first relies on a priori evaluation of the predicted atomic sites; then on a sequential filtering evaluation of the assembled combination gene components. At each stage of the assembly, a, cut-off evaluation threshold or filter is set' to maximize sensitivity, while specificity is achieved through the multiplicative effect of sequential filtering as the potential gene is hierarchically assembled. Thus, our method evaluates the atomic signals in an a posteriori context sense as well as through the subsequent filtering of the predict,ed genes. By introducing the appropriate metric in the set of predicted genes, true genes containing very weak (low scoring) atomic signals can be predicted, even though millions of candidate models may have been examined.
To efficiently handle the resulting combinatorial explosion, a concept of "exon equivalence" is introduced. More specifically, we limit ourselves to those cases in which genes and transcription units are coextensive. and we assume the gene's start and end. Then. given the DNA sequence of a transcription unit, we identify the atomic sites, initiation codons. stop codons, acceptor sites and donor sites, with almost absolut,e sensitivity by using weighted profiles. From the atomic sites we obtain a set of predicted exons and we compute a list of statistically significant properties for these predicted exons. This study has a second aim. It attempts to carefully outline the problems involved in the identification of complex genes, including an estimate of the magnitude of the resulting combinatorics and the areas of missing atomic element knowledge.
We have studied the characteristics of large collections of data and obtained results that, include insight into the nature and the limitations of our mecbhanistic understanding of splice site recognit,ion.
Materials and Methods
In this section we describe first the generation of t,he data sets from which we have estimated the algorithm's parameters and from which we evaluate the performance of GeneId. Then. we describe the algorithm in detail.
We have obtained sets of first, internal and terminal exons from the primate.
mammalian. rodent and vrrtrbrate divisions of CenBank 640 (Burks et ul., 1991) . The sets have been used to derive the profiles for the predic-tion of initiation codons, donor sites and acceptor sites and to calculate cut-off values for the variables used to derive the set of rules through which the predicted exons are "filtered".
Only complete exons without alternative sphcmg were considered. Immunoglobulins and histocompatibility antigens, where DNA undergoes a complex process of reorganization, pseudogenes and mutants were discarded. Typical internal data integrity constraints were enforced. These include checking for: GT as the first dinucleotide at the termination of first and internal exons; AG as the preceding dinucleotide to internal and terminal exons; for an initiation codon as the first, and for a stop codon as the last trinucleotide in the coding sequence; and, when possible, checking for the absence of stop radons in-frame inside coding exons, and checking that the total length of the coding segments was a multiple of 3. Totals of 351 first exons, 1388 internal and 256 terminal were obtained in this way.
We have assigned weights to the exons in these sets in order to correct for homologous gene families' unequal representation in the database. The weights have been used in the derivation of profiles (see section (c)(i), below). We have followed the method of Schmelzer & Smith (unpublished modification of Felsenstein's current-circuit analogy (Felsenstein, 1981) ) to assign weights to the exons in a given set.
(1) We compute pairwise similarity values for the exon sequences in the set. Typically, we use the Maximal Segment Pair (MSP) score (Altschul et al., 1990 ) as a measure of sequence similarity.
(2) We cluster the sequences according to the above similarity matrix using a maximal linkage method. Clusters correspond to homologous sequences. Each should be considered an independent sampling event.
(3) We assign weights to the sequences according to the topology of t,he clusters (M. Schmelzer & T. F. Smith, personal communication).
Sum of weights for the sequences in the same cluster is 1.00. Weight for sequences not clustered is 1.00.
Additionally we have obtained a set of complete genes. The set has been used to evaluate the performance of GeneId at the different steps. Only genes for which the mRNA and coding region are both complete and not alternatively defined, containing at least one internal rxon and with a length no greater than 15,000 bases were considered. Immunoglobulins, histocompatibility antigens, pseudogenes and mutants were discarded and standard integrity constraints were applied. The size of the resulting set was 169. Note that this set is not independent of previous sets. In particular, the exons from the genes in this set appear in the previous sets of exons (see Discussion), Table 1. (r) Prediction of atomic sites Given a DNA sequence, a transcription unit, we first identify the position in the sequence of potential initiation codons, donor sites, acceptor sites and stop codons in the sequence. See Table 1 for the total number of predicted sites and for the number of true predicted sites in the transcription units corresponding to the set of 169 vertebrate genes compiled.
(i) Initiation codons AUG is the universal initiation site for eukaryotic translation. The AUG located nearest the 5' end of the mRNA is almost always selected, but a relatively weak sequence context also has an effect in that selection (Kozak, 1983) . In the DNA primary transcript, however, the first ATG does not necessarily correspond to the first mRNA AUG, since the first spliced exon is not necessarily expressed and the first ATGs can occur inside an intron. Thus, we cannot use the first-ATG rule to identify the initiation codon. Rather, we use the sequence context and the distance to the cap site as criteria to locate potential initiation codons. From the set of first exons that we have compiled, we derived a profile for the initiation codon's sequence context and computed the distribution of the distance from the start of the mRNA to the (true) initiation codon.
Only expressed exons were used to derive the profile (see Table 2 ). From a set S of DNA aligned sequences of length L, sl, s2, ., s, (Sk = sLI, sk2, ., skL), a profile M 4x1. is usually derived as:
where Z<(Z) = 1 ifi = 1 0 otherwise M, can be interpreted as the probability of finding the nucleotide i in the position j for a given sequence st E S. Posterior transformation of this probability is possible. and some controversy about which are the most appropriate transformations has arisen (Staden, 1984; Hertz et al., 1990) . Note that, in any case, sequences in the data set rontribute uniformly to the profile. If the data set is not corrected for bias derived from unequal representation of different homologous gene families, the profile obtained is also biased. We have solved this problem by using weighted data sets (see section (a)(i). above). In our approach, the contribution of each sequence to the construction of the profile is not uniform, but proportional to its weight. Indeed. we comput,e effe&vely the profile in the following way:
where wk is the weight associated to the sequence 8,. In Table 2 there appears the weighted profile we derived for the initiation codon sequence context. We computed the value assigned by the profile to the (true) initiation sites in the set of first exons we compiled, and the lowest value obtained has been considered the threshold value.
We computed the distance from the cap sit,e to the initiation rodon for t,he set of first exons compiled. The frequency distribution is given in Fig. 2 . Only in 4 cases out of 351 (-1 "/b) is this distance greater than 3500 bases. Thus. we search for initiation sites only in 3500 bases downstream from the cap site. The restriction of the search to this initial segment has no effect on short genes. In larger genes, although there is a small probability of not detecting the true site by using such a criterion, the number of false positive sites predicted may decrease substantially (see Table 1 ).
(ii) Donor and acceptor sites Similar weighted profiles have been constructed for donor and acceptor sites (Tables 3 and 4). They have been derived from the compiled set of internal exons, and cutoffs corresponding to 9996 and 6979 sensitivity have In the simple idealized case that we present, exons in the same class share one common end. However, this does not need to be the case: exons in the same class do not even need to overlap. (c) Predicted genes for the DNA sequence are obtained as linear arrangements of exon classes. Six different models (I to VI) can be proposed in this case. Note that by constructing exon classes we may prevent the combinatorial explosion involved in the generation of all possible genes for a given DNA sequence. In that case, for example, the 6 models as linear arrangements of exon classes actually correspond to 20 models as linear arrangements of individual exons (see Fig. 4 ).
been established for donor and acceptor sites, respectively (see Table 1 ). Profiles obtained are in general agreement with profiles derived previously (Mount, 1982) . Additionally, we observed that if the acceptor site (or the initiation codon) is known for a given exon, the true donor site can be predicted with great accuracy. Concretely, we observed that the true donor site is, in 8437% of the 1388 compiled internal exons, the highest ranking according to the profile score within the open reading frame from the acceptor site; 9377% of the cases are among the 2 top ranking ones, and in 97.75% among the 3 top ones. We have used this fact in the assembly of the predicted first and internal exons from the set of atomic sites (see section (d)(i), below).
(iii) Stop codons
We computed the distance from the stop codon to the end of the transcription unit for the set of last exons Atomic sites are predicted with very high sensitivity. Since exons are predicted from them also with high sensitivity, there is a very high probability of obtaining the true gene among the set of predicted genes. Number of predicted elements (sites or exons) is the total number of predicted elements. The number in parentheses is the number of predicted elements per true element, Number of true elements predicted is the total number, the percentage of true elements predicted is given in parentheses. Note that by filtering the predicted exons and by constructing exon classes, a substantial increase in specificity is obtained (from an average of 4565 predicted exons per true one to an average of 968), without loss in sensitivity. Table 2 A study of first exons A. Proportion offirst expressed exona versus non-expressedt 351 (219) 81 (652) compiled. The frequency distribution is given in Fig. 3 . Only in 3 cases out of 256 (-1 '$1;) is this distance greater than 2500 bases. Thus. we restrict the search for st,op codons to the 2500 bases upst'ream from the end of the transcription unit (see Table 5 ).
(d) Prediction of exons (i) Individual exons
From the initial sets of predicted atomic sites (initiation codons, splice sites and stop codons). we derive the sets of predicted first, internal and terminal exons. A (predicted) first exon is a pair (xi.xJ. where xi is an initiation codon and x2 is a donor site, such that' x, < x2 and there is no stop codon between xi and x2 in the frame defined bv xi. A (predicted) internal exon is a pair (xl.xz), where xi ;s an acceptor site and x2 is a donor site. such that x, +I, < s2 and that there is at least a frame in which there are no stop codons between xi and x1. I, is t,he minimum internal exon length. A (predicted) terminal exon is a pair (xi .xz). where xi is an acceptor site and x2 is a stop codon. such that .rl < x2 and there is no stop codon between xi and x2 in the frame defined by s2. By using these construction rules. all possible exons compatible with our current knowledge of the structure of t)hr genes would be obt,ained. In practice. however. as we have discussed (see section (r)(ii). above). we assemble first and internal exons (1~ picking only t,he 3 donor sites with highest profile score within an open reading frame from the start of the rxon. since this situation accounts for 98e,,, of the cases observed in the sets of vertrbrat)r exons compiled. Table 3 Weighted profile for donor sitrs
Since the goal is to idrntif' the final protein thrived from a given transcription unit, WP identify first and terminal expressed rxons. inst,ead of first and last actualI>, spliced ones. Note t~hat in this respect. while we impose a minimum length for internal exons t)hat would rrflec*t an actual steric cwnstraint in the formation of the spliwosomr complex. we do not impose such a minimum length for first and terminal exons. This is not meant t,o reflect that such a biological cwnstraint does not exist for first and terminal exons. rather that the initiation codon anti the stop codon can occur anywhere in the first and terminal spliced exons. h'otr finally that we do not impose a maximum length 011 any category of tAxor)s.
See Table I for the predicted exons for the transcript,iott units (*orresponding to t)hr set, of 169 vertebra& penrr compiled.
(ii) Filtering of exo7t.s A series of numerically measurable variables are tlrtrir mined for each predicted exon. Tn accordance with the values of these variables. t)he predicted exon may be discarded. The goal is to reduce the size of the set of predicted axons by discarding as many false predicted rxons (false positives) as possible, without discarding thr t,rue predicted ones (t,rue positives). The qualitv of' the discrimination will depend on t)hr biological signihcancr of' t,he variables considered. as well as on t,hr way in which t,hry are used. We have c~onsiderrd variables known to behave differently in coding than in non-coding regions. Cloncretely. for each predicted rxon we compute:
( Table 4 Weighted pro$le for nccrptor .i;itps unknown for a given predicted internal exon, chi-squares are computed in this case for the 3 possible frames and that corresponding to the greatest deviation from random distribution assigned to the predicted exon. Additionally, chi-square values corrected by the exon length have been computed. (3) Variables 9 to 16. Numeric derivatives of variables 1 to 8 at the beginning of the exon: for each of the above variables we obtain a score related to its slope at the beginning of the exon. by summing the nucleotide frequencies calculated in 300 bpt windows and evaluated at 75 positions at each side around the beginning of the rxon. and by dividing the 75 sums on the left side by the 75 sums on the right.
(4) Variables 17 to 24. Numeric derivatives of variables 1 to 8 at the end of the exon.
WTe have investigated other variables that behave differently in coding than in non-coding regions such as Fickett's (1982) coding function and Konopka's Periodic Asymmetry Index (Konopka, 1990) , but found them to be highly correlated to the above measures. In total, we compute 24 different variables for each predicted exon. We have studied the behavior of these variables in true exons and false predicted ones in the "training" sets we compiled, in order to derive a discriminant schema. Note that if Xi, ., X, represent the variables considered (n = 24 in our case). we can represent, each of the sets of predicted exons (first. internal or terminal) for the transcription units in the 169 vertebrate genes compiled in an n-dimensional space. each one of the variables corresponding to a different dimension. Predicted exons are points in such a space. The goal is to obtain the surface in this multidimensional space that best separates the population of points corresponding to true exons from the population corresponding to false exons. Ideally, the surface would separate the 2 populations complet'ely. In a simpler approach. we constructed the hyperplanes orthogonal to each variable Xi in the extreme values, zil and .ri2. that Xi takes in the compiled set of true exons. Predicted exons outside the subspace enclosed by these hyperplanes are discarded. In other words, predicted exons for which any of the variables has a value outside the interval defined by the extreme values of the variable's distribution for t,rue exons are discarded. Extreme values for the 24 variables considered and the percentage of reduction in false positives obtained for each of them in the sets of predicted exons for the 169 vertebrate genes compiled are given in Table 6 .
Additionally, we have derived a discriminant function from the set of exons enclosed in the subspace defined by the orthogonal hyperplanes (that is, from the set of predicted exons not discarded after the filtering) in order t Abbreviations used: bp, base-pair(s); kb, lo3 bp. Distance (bases) Figure 3 . Frequency distribution of the distance from the stop codon to the end of the transcription unit for vertebrate genes (non-expressed last exons and the corresponding introns may be included). to achieve a further reduction in the number of false positives. The goal now is to obtain the projection of the multidimensional space in a single, most discriminant axis. We obtained the first canonical variable for this space, that is the linear combination of Xi.
., X, that has the highest possible multiple correlation with the 2 populations (false and true predicted exons), but a linear function obtained by a neural net trained to minimize the intersection between the 2 populations performed better. We computed the extreme values of this function in the compiled set of true exons, and predicted exons for which the value of the function ranged outside the interval defined by the extreme values are discarded. Further reduction in the number of false positives is obtained in this way (see Table 6 ). We will typically refer to the value of the discriminant function for a given exon as the exon score.
A competition model between overlapping exons has been finally implemented. Exons that are overlapping or separated by less than a minimum distance (50 bp) are mutually exclusive and ranked within competition classes according to their score. The classes are built, by recursively picking the highest scoring exon of the gene and including in that class all exons that are separated by less than 50 bp. The classes are ranked for each gene according to the score of their highest scoring exon. These 2 rankings can provide additional filters. The results are shown in Table 6 .
(iii) Exon classes A (predicted) gene for a transcription unit may be defined as a linear arrangement of compatible (predicted) exons, initiated by a first exon, followed by any number (may be zero) of internal exons and ended by a terminal exon. By arrangement of compatible exons we mean that (1) every exon in the arrangement should start after a certain distance, the minimum intron length, from the end of the previous one, and (2) joining the different exons in a single sequence, there are no stop codons in the frame defined by the first exon other than the terminal one.
Thus, from the set of predicted first, internal and t'erminal exons it is possible to obtain the set of predicted genes for a given transcription unit. Note, however, that while the number of predicted genes grows only linearly with the number of predicted first and terminal exons, in the worst case, in which all combinations of exons are possible, it may grow exponentially with the number of t Minimum (lower) and maximum (upper) values of distribution of true first, internal and last axons. $ All percentages are rounded reductions in those members of the test set that are filtered (only exons larger than 13 hp). 'I'hc total reduction is calculated with reference to the entire exon population. including those smaller than 1.5 hp. predicted internal exons. To prevent the combinatorial explosion involved in the search of the space of predicted genes.
we have introduced the concept of exon equivalence.
We can represent the set of gene models starting in a given first exon as a rooted tree. the first' exon corresponding to t,he root node and each node being expanded by the nodes corresponding t,o all compatible internal and terminal exons. Terminal exons would correspond to terminal nodes and each path from the root to a t,erminal node would correspond to a predict,ed gene (see Fig. 4 ). The space of predicted genes can be represented as a set of rooted trees, each one corresponding to a different predicted first, exon. We consider that, 2 (predicted) exons are equivalent if the nodes corresponding to them have exactly the same parent nodes and they expand to exactly the same sub&r (see Fig. 4 We have obtained axon &sses fi,r thtb transc.riptioll units cwrresponding to thr c-ompiled 16U vertrbratr genes (see Table 1 ). The size of the resulting sets of exon c~lassrs is substantially srnallrr (3.i0, on average) than thr size of the sets of prrdirtrd exons after tilterinp. \!:c ranked ~LXOII classes within a given transcript,ion unit a(*cwrding to th<s score of the highest ranking PXOII in each class. Thrs distribution of the rank for t'hr true classes (that is. c+~sws containing true axons) is given in Fig. 5 . Thr trw c,lass is generally t)he highrst ranking. Rank cut-offs have b(w~ derived from these distribut,inns.
Only the IO tol)-ranking first exon classes. thp X5 top-ranking int.rrnal and tht, 13 predicted first exon being the root node of a different tree. In these trees, each node is expanded by all compatible internal and terminal exons. Terminal exons correspond to the terminal nodes and each path from the root to a terminal node, then corresponds to a predicted gene. We use a deep-first strategy to search the trees. Such strategy is characterized by the expansion of the most recently generated node first. In that way, only one path needs to be in memory at a given time. The memory required to search the tree is bounded to a very small value, irrespective of the number of predicted genes for the sequence. (a) The tree representation of the set of predicted genes for the sequence presented in Fig. 1 . Since there are 2 predicted first exons for that sequence, there are 2 different trees. Kate, however, that the 2 trees differ exclusively in the root node. In general, when 2 nodes share the same common parent node and expand to exactly the same subtree we will say that the exons corresponding to them are equivalent. They can occur exactly in the same linear arrangements of exons. We effectively construct the exon equivalence classes for a given sequence and obtain the gene models for the sequence as linear arrangements of exon classes, instead of as linear arrangements of individual exons. Since the size of the set of predicted exons classes is smaller than the size of the set of predicted individual exons, the number of predicted genes and, consequently, the time required to obtain them, may be substantially reduced. (b) The tree representation of the set of predicted genes, when obtained as arrangement of classes. Clearly, the tree to search is much smaller than in (a).
top-ranking terminal classes for a given transcription unit have been considered in order to construct predicted genes. Although some true exon classes are lost as a consequence (see Table l ), by limiting the size of the exon classes we are able to guarantee the efficient search of the space of predicted genes in all cases.
(e) Prediction of genes Finally, predicted genes are obtained as linear arrangements of exon classes (and are consequently in gene classes instead of individual genes). An algorithm that efficiently searches the space of all predicted genes by using a "deep-first" strategy has been developed (see Fig. 4 ). According to this strategy, the tree(s) corresponding to the space of predicted genes is recursively generated by expanding first the most recently generated node. Each exon class is represented by a given exon in the class, the one selected is completely irrelevant, and then, for -each first exon (class): (1) every compatible terminal exon (class) makes it a completed predicted gene; (2) every compatible internal exon (class): (i) expands it to an initial gene segment (that is, an arrangement of exons constituted by a first exon, followed by a number, may be zero, of compatible internal exons); (ii) steps (1) and (2) are repeated again for this new initial gene segment. We have obtained the predicted gene (classes) for the transcription units corresponding to the 169 vertebrate genes compiled.
An additional restriction has been imposed to guarantee the efficient search of t'he space of predicted genes: only predicted genes containing up to 15 internal exons have been generated. Predicted genes have finally been ranked. Since we observed that many true models contained one or more high-ranking/scoring exonx and one or more very low-ranking/scoring exons. we developed a scheme that ranks gene models after the average rank of the :! highest-ranking exons it contains. Those models that have the same average rank of the 2 highest-ranking exons were ranked int.ernally by the sum of the score of each individual exon, but subtracting 0-l times the number of exons in the prediction to avoid rewarding prediction of too many or too few exons. An evaluation of the results obtained is presented in section 3, below.
(f) Implementation GeneId has been written in C and runs under the UNIX operating system. It has been written in a modular fashion. Subroutines performing the different. tasks are independent.
They can be replaced by different ones as long as a few input/output conventions are followed. An init,ialization procedure reads the sequence into memory The rank of t,he true genes is the rank of thr class to which the t,rue gene belongs. In 9 cases the ra,nk was greater t,han 500. In 3.5 other cases. the true gene was not predicted at all. predicted genes, and in 47 cases (2840) the true gene is the top-ranking predicted gene. Note that' the rank of a predicted gene is the rank of the class t'o which the predicted gene belongs. The dist'ribution of ranks is given in Figure 6 . A few cases are xpecatacular. For instance. for sequence 61. 422.334 gene classes are predicted, the t,rue one being the second ranking. For sequence 10'7, t'he true gene is the t.op ranking among 74,542 predicted genes. MTc also performed an evaluation of the accuraq of the first prediction.
assuming this t)o be the top-ranking gene in the top-ranking gene class. In that case, while we generally under-predict the number of exons (the average number of tjruc flxons is 5 and the average number of predirt,ed axons is 4.8). at least one of t.hts exons is almost always (in 162 cases, 96",,) correctl~~ predicted.
We also underpredict t,he coding region (the average length of the true coding region is 762. while the average length of the predicted is 681). We performed a nucleotide-by-nucleotide evaluation of the first prediction for each of the 169 v&ebrate genes: we comput)ed both the proportion of eodinp nucleobides t,hat are predicted as bring coding and the proportion of predict,ed to be csoding nucleotidrs t,hat arc act.ually coding. To aumrnarize these two measures we computed the correlation coefficient (Cramer. 1946) between the set of true coding nucleotides and the set of predicted coding nucleo- 654  426  1491  942  1134  1134  585  1134  543  411  444  444  273  981  1161  747  1305  1167  756  429  429  633  633  429  654  2577  552  429  1257  570  1587  456  897  1191  1191  303  804  306  252  306  954  1590  405  768  498  651  435  1482  1389  279  2x2  654  499  303  2175  810  810  462  462  462  405  405  1419  429  804  186  186   3  3  5  3  10   ii  6  6  8  4  3  3  3  6  7  7  7  10  7  6  3  3  6  6  3   1;  3  3  4  6  11  3  4  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  10  3  5  3   :  9  7  3  3  5  3  6  11  6  6  4  4  4 For each gene, the Table shows first an arbitrary identification number (id) the GenBank locus name (release 62.0), the length of the mRNA and of the coding region (in number of nucleotides) and the number of exons. Then, the number of models predicted by GeneId and the rank of the true prediction, that is, the rank of the class containing the true gene. Dashes mean that the true gene has not been predicted. Of the 169 genes, 134 were predicted (79%), 102 (60%) were predicted among the top 20 ranking models and 47 (28%) were predicted at the top. Finally, the table shows an evaluation for the first prediction (that is, for the top ranking model in the top ranking class). First, the number of predicted exons, the number of true exons predicted and the proportion of true exons predicted. Note that in 162 genes (96%), at least one exon is correctly predicted. Then, the length of the coding region predicted, the proportion of true coding nucleotides predicted as coding (Senl), the proportion of predicted coding nucleotides that are actually coding (Sen2) and the correlation coefficient (CC) between actually coding and predicted coding. Averages for all these variables have been computed. tides. On average, 80% of the coding region is predicted as coding and 88% of the predicted coding is actually coding. The average of the correlation coefficient is @79.
Discussion
Results obtained show that the GeneId system is capable of correctly predicting a large proportion of vertebrate genes among a set of ranked candidates for sequences shorter than about 15kb, given the domain in which the gene is expected. This qualifier is the result of not yet being able to predict the promoter region accurately. For larger sequences, the number of predicted exons becomes so large that the combinatorics become computationally prohibitive. For such large genes we would predict the candidate exon classes and not all possible sequential arrangements. The concept of this hierarchical, rule-based approach directly allows for modification and refinement as more details of the cellular processes emerge. It would appear to provide an excellent "test platform" for investigating new or alternative methods of atomic element identification or filtering and assembly rules. For example, coding regions could be predicted using the fast online GRAIL system (Gene Recognition and Analysis Internet Link, Oak Ridge National Laboratory). The study of gene activation is still in its infancy but, as more details of the necessary and sufficient patterns of gene-specific activation emerge, we believe that these results can be included in our hierarchical system as rules that extend the application of the system to the identification of promoters as well.
In order to obtain some sense of the general accuracy of the approach, we evaluated GeneId in a set of new genes independent of those in the original studied set. We obtained the set of genes in GenBank 66.0 (1991) not present in GenBank 640, satisfying the same criteria as the set of genes previously compiled from GenBank 64.0: 28 new genes were obtained in this way. Unfortunately, the characteristics of this data set are different' from the Table 8 Results obtained for the independent data, nPt The similarity between the genes in this set and the genes in the previous study set has been investigated. For rach gene we provitlr the maximum blast score of similarity (Altschul, 1990) between the gene and the genes in the previous study set (an ast'erisk (*) rneanh the value of similarity is less than an internal blast threshold). As it is possible to see. the independent data srt contains sorrrc~ genes homologous to genes in the previous study set. However. the performancr of GeneId is not better fur thew c~~srs. See Table 7 for an explanation of the meaning of the rest of the values characteristics of t.he original st,udied set: genes are significantly longer, 4809 bases on average versus 3719, and have more exons. six ~W'TSUX five. Tt comes as no surprise, then, that GeneId performs worse in this independent data set,. Results obtained are shown in Table 8 . Now, in only 15 cases (540/,) is the true gene, correct exons with correct splice boundaries, among the set of predicted genes, and in only four cases (14%) is the true gene the top-ranking predicted gene. However. in a nucleotide-by-nucleotide evaluation, GeneId st'ill performs very well. On average, 69 y0 of the coding region is predicted as coding and 84% of the predicted coding is actually coding, the average of the correlation coefficient being 0.7. This predicted coding sequence will, in most instances, be accurate enough for searching against, protein sequence databases for t,he identification of probable gene function.
We are aware that our use of open reading frames for the initial identification of exons is sensitive to frameshift errors. This problem can be overcome by including in our exon definition those regions that have a high coding probability by some measure between acceptable splice sites, whether they are an open reading frame or not. for instance. the S-terminal amino acid sequence is known. or a particular splice site is known. that information can be used to pick out t,hose models that adhere tjo the prior knowledge. A similar approac*h can be built into t.he rule-based syst.rm t, selecting combinat,ions of at,omir measures that provide highly probable sites. Such abilit)y has t)eprt demonstrat'ed for donor site prediction supported by coding informat'ion (Brunak ef al., 1991) where. on average. one in five donor sites had a strength that made it highly probable (if not certain).
During development,. we experiment,ed wit.11 a number of different algorithms for recognit,ion of' splice sites: (1) neural networks, including rnort' advanced assemblies of several net,works a~ described by Brunak et al. (1991) : (2) dynamic programming methods: and (3) t,hermodynamita models that include stacking energies in the pairing between mRNA and small nuclear ribonucleoproteins. In the context of' GeneId, however. wherr additional information like reading frame and stop codons is utilized, the overall performance using these more sophisticated algorithms was not significantly improved over the simple profile scoring method described in Materials and Methods. Likewise, methods for recognizing coding regions (Fickett, 1982; Fichant & Gautier, 1987; Konopka, 1990) and neural nets combining the output of such algorithms did not seem to be significantly more sensitive than the simple rules described in Materials and Methods. Thus, while the modular design of our hierarchical filtering and rule-based system can incorporate nearly any of the proposed methods, the use of the most explicit and simplest methods provides the cleanest test of the overall concept.
During the t#raining of neural nets to recognize donor sites, two neural nets were compared that differed only in that one of them was given information about the length of the exon (the distance to the upstream acceptor site). Surprisingly, the neural net, given the length information, performed better than that without length information when tested on the same test set, but again giving length information to only one of the nets. When we investigated in what way the neural net used the length information. we discovered that it had modeled a length function that is very similar to the actual length distribution of our exon set. It is tempting to speculate that the neural net had modeled a spatial constraint on the co-ordinated recognition of acceptor and donor sites, which then allowed it to perform better than the neural net that was not given any knowledge of the spatial arrangement. Of course, it cannot be ruled out that the better performance was caused by utilization of the non-random length distribution of exons per se. Our approach to the splice site identification has been to treat genes in which no alternative splicing is known as subject to the same splicing machinery. It is, however, becoming increasingly apparent that this may not be the case (Maniatis, 1991) . Apart from cell-specific proteins that bind specifically to pre-mRNA recognition sequences to control splicing, the activities and amounts of the general splicing factors t'hought to participate in regulation of alternative splicing show cell-specific variation (Krainer et al., 1990 In Computers and DNA IJet fil, fi2, fzl, fk, . . .,fnfl,fnf2 be pairs of real numbers, such that for all i = 1, . . ., nf, X1 <AZ. X1 and J2 are the threshold scores for fi. In particular, note that fil = 0, fi2 = b, fil = 0, fiz = d. Then we define recursively the sets: FL(O) = I",,3 F,(i+ 1) = {x E FL(z'):J1 > f,(z) >A,>. PI, = F,(nf) is the set of filtered first exons.
We define on FL, the real function fs, built as a linear combination of f,, fi, . . ., fnf. Then, given x E FL, fs(x) is the score for the first exon x.
Similarly, let i = (ir, i,, . ., ini) be a tuple of real functions, ii: I,, + (0,l) and let ij, < i, a pair of real numbers for each j = 1, . ., ni. Then we define recursively the sets: Z,(j+ 1) = {x E Z,(i): ijl > ii(x) > ij2}, I, = I,(&) is the set of filtered internal exons.
We define on I,, the real function i,, built as a linear combination of i,, i,, . ., i,;. Then, given L E IL, i,(x) is the score for the internal exon x.
Let t = (tl, t,? . ., t,,) be a tuple of real functions, ti: T,, + (0,l) and let til < ti, a pair of real numbers for each i = 1. . ., nt. Then we define recursively the sets: TdO) = Tw.:
T,(i+ 1) = {x E T,$):
T, = T,(nt) is the set' of filtered terminal exons. We define on TL, the real function t,, built as a linear combination of t,, tl, . . ., t,,. Then, given .r E TL, t,(x) is the score for the terminal exon 2.
Exon Classes
Let 1, E Z be a constant. li is the minimum intron length.
Let R, be the relation on FL defined: x R, y (x, y E FL) if and only if:
there is not z E Z, u Tt such that x2 < z1 -li < yz (assuming, without loss of generality, that x2 < yz), and x3 = y3.
Clearly, R, is an equivalence relation. The partition induced by R, in FL, [FL] , is the set of first exon classes for L. Given x E [FL], 44 = max(fs(i)) jex is the score for the first exon class x. Note that the score of a given exon class is the highest score for the exons in the class.
Let R, be the relation on IL defined: z R, y (x, y E I,) if and only if: there is not' z E Z, u TL such that x2 < z1 -li < y2 (assuming, without loss of generality, that x2 < yz); there is not ZE F, u ZL such that x1 < z2 +li < y1 (assuming, without loss of generality, that x1 < yl); x3 = y3; and x4 = y4. R, is an equivalence relation. The partition induced by R, in Z,, [ZJ is the set of internal exon classes for L. Given x E [IL], s(x) = max(i,(i)) jtx is the score for the internal exon class x.
Let R, be the relation on TL defined:
xR, y (x, y E TL) if and only if: there is not z E FL v I, such that x, < z2 + li < y1 (assuming, without loss of generality, that x1 < yl), and x3 = y3. R, is an equivalence relation. The partition induced by R, in TL, [T,] , is the set of last exon classes for L. Given z E [TJ, s(x) = max(t,(i)) jtx is the score for the terminal exon class x.
Note that the exons in a given class have the same frame and codon remainder. They do not have the same boundaries. If x is an exon, [x] is the exon class to which x belongs.
Genes
We first introduce the concept of segment, which is defined recursively: initial gene (i) If x = (x1,x2, x3) is a first exon, then [x] is an initial gene segment. x2 is the termination and x3 is the remainder of the initial gene segment.
(ii) If g is an initial gene segment with termination gt and remainder g1 and x is an internal exon (x1, x2, x3, x4) such that: x1 2 g(+li,
x,((3-g,)mod 3) = 1, then the sequence g, [x] is an initial gene segment with termination x2 and remainder (g, + x4) mod 3. A gene, g, is a sequence g, [xl, where g is an initial gene segment, with termination gt and remainder gr, and x = (x1, x2, x3) is a terminal exon such that: x1 B gt+li, (g, + x4) mod 3 = 0.
We denote by G, the set of all genes for the sequence L.
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